
Hook - Black

Tag - Flat Silver

Tail - Dark Smoke Blue cock

Rib - Oval Gold

Rear Body - Claret Seal

Veilings - Yellow Toucan

Centre Hackle - Short Claret cock

Rib - Oval Gold

Front Body - Black Seal

Wings - Jungle Cock

Front Hackle - Long Claret cock

DANCER SHRIMP

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

barbs. Tie in a length of fine Flat Silver tinsel and wind the thread for-

ward to the points. Wind the tinsel up to here forming the tag, tie in and

trim off the waste. Tie in a Dark Smoke Blue hackle by the tip. Double

it and wind 4 turns. Brush the fibres out so that they are evenly spread
around the hook and tie down and trim off. Take a few turns of thread

over the base of the feather for security. Tie in a length of Gold Oval,

secure with the thread and trim off. Dub the thread with Claret Seals fur

and wind on to the midpoint to form the rear body. Rib with the Oval, tie

in and trim off. Cut 2 slips of Toucan feather, Swan is a substitute, and

tie one in top and bottom of the hook as veilings, they should be as

long as the body segment. Tie in a short fibred Claret cock hackle by

the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns, tie in and trim the waste. Tie in a

length of Gold Oval secure with the thread and trim off. Dub the thread

with Black Seals fur. Wind up to the head to form the front body. Rib

with the Oval, tie in and trim off the waste. Prepare a pair of Jungle

Cock eyes and tie in so that they lie slightly flat with the inside edges

close together (this is called Roofed) on the top of the hook.  Pull back

the waste stalks and bind in tightly. Tie in a long fibred Claret cock

hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns. Take some turns of thread

tight up to the base to slope it backwards. Form a neat small head and

whip finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a

smooth shiny head.
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